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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The current study is novel as it measures OCTA parameters in children at a high altitude. The study is well conducted and well written. The major handicap of the study: Fundus landmarks require correcting for the magnification factor induced by myopia. Ocular magnification significantly affects the results of retinal and CC blood flow quantification with OCTA in myopic eyes. For accurate determination of the OCTA derived parameters in myopia, magnification correction should be taken into consideration (Dai Y, Xin C, Zhang Q, Chu Z, Zhou H, Zhou X, Qiao L, Wang RK. Impact of ocular magnification on retinal and choriocapillaris blood flow quantification in myopia with swept-source optical coherence tomography angiography. Quant Imaging Med Surg. 2021 Mar;11(3):948-956. doi: 10.21037/qims-20-1011). All fundus cameras suffer from ocular magnification related to myopia and this needs to be corrected using the formula according to Mansour AM. Measuring fundus landmarks.
Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 1990;31:41–2. [PubMed] [Google Scholar]  So how can we solve this problem by 3 ways: (1) Acknowledge the limitations i.e. the authors did not correct for myopic magnification and hence the change with age could be secondary to increase in myopia and not age related per say. Moreover a brief look at myopia progression would add to the paper if available. (2) OR show the average of the refraction per age and correct the final OCTA values according to myopia (3) OR correct all initial OCTA parameters for myopic magnification and redo all calculations (meaning start from scratch)